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For forty years, scientists at Wacoal Human Science Research Center in Kyoto, Japan have studied kinesiology,
the science of human movement. They have tested over 35,000 people and analyzed injuries relative to warm-up
and cool-down periods. They have come to understand the mechanics of joints and muscles in minute detail. This
exhaustive study of body movement has culminated in over 15 U.S. patents and CW-X® Conditioning Wear.®
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Competition
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In a study in Kyoto, Japan, electrical pulse activity of the muscles
(muscles firing into motion) was measured electromyographically.
Unsupported and partly supported legs both show frequency decrease
during exercise, indications of fatigue. Legs supported by CW-X® showed
negligible frequency decrease.

SOURCE: Analysis of
frequencies in surface electromyography, conducted at
the Wacoal Human Science
Research Center.

CW-X® US Patents

CW-X® Patented Support Web™ technology provides
Targeted Support and Xcelerated Recovery.
Stabilyx Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

3/4 Length
Stabilyx Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

Stabilyx Ventilator
Shorts

PAT. 404889

PAT. 5367708
PAT. 6186970
PAT. 5263923
PAT. 404538

Ventilator Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

Insulator Stabilyx Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

3/4 Length Insulator
Stabilyx Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

Pro Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

Pro Shorts

Patent Pending

3/4 Length
Pro Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

Pro Fit Shorts

Patent Pending

Insulator Pro Tights

PAT. 5263923
PAT. 6186970

PerformX Tights

PAT. 7229390
PAT. 460602

Ventilator Web Top

Patent Pending

Sport Support Bra
Ventilator Mesh Bra
Ventilator Support Top

Ventilator Support Bra
Ultra Support Bra
Xtra Support Zip Bra

Compression
Support Socks

PAT. 5640714

Expert Tights

PAT. 5367708
PAT. 6186970
PAT. 5263923
PAT. 404538

Expert Shorts

PAT. 404889

Insulator Expert Tights
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The Support Web™ provides targeted support to
specific muscles and joints in the body where it is
needed most.

XCELERATED R ECOVERY
The targeted variable compression technology
of CW-X®’s patented Support Web™ facilitates
circulation and venous return, minimizing lactic acid build-up and muscle soreness during and
after activity.
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Xtra Support Bra
Firm Support Bra

PAT. 7081035
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CW-X® products provide UVA/UVB sun protection.

UV P ROTECTION
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TARGETED S UPPORT
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In a study in Montpelier, France, differences in fatigue in runners wearing shorts, regular spandex tights, and CW-X® Conditioning tights were
measured comparing VO2 oxygen uptake levels over 15 minutes of running
at 80% of maximal effort. When wearing CW-X® tights the results showed
26% and 36% lower oxygen usage compared to regular tights and shorts
respectively, indicating lower energy expenditure in CW-X® tights.

Tri-Shorts, Tri-Top

Patent Pending

Note: Wacoal Sports Science Corp. will vigorously protect its patent intellectual property from any infringement by any imitator.

The UPF rating indicates how much of the sun’s UV
radiation is absorbed by the fabric. A UPF rating of
50 allows 1/50th of the sun’s UV radiation to pass
through it. This means that the fabric would reduce
skin’s UV radiation exposure by 50 times where it’s
protected by the fabric.

SUPPORT TECHNOLOGIES

Support Comparison Matrix
Lower
Back

Hip
Flexors

Quads

Hamstring

IT Band

Knee

Calf/
Achilles

Abs/Core

VENTILATOR TIGHTS™

STABILYX™ TIGHTS

PRO TIGHTS

EXPERT TIGHTS

PERFORMX TIGHTS™

=Excellent

=Very Good

P E RF O R M A N C E FA BRI C S

The genius at the heart of CW-X® is an obedience to the
structure of the body, made possible by two extraordinary fibers: LYCRA® and COOLMAX.® COOLMAX® is the
fastest drying fabric known to man. It moves moisture
instantaneously from the body out to the fabric’s outer
surface where it evaporates at twice the speed of cotton.
So with CW-X® Conditioning Wear,® you remain cool at
even the highest temperatures. When less energy goes
toward cooling the body, more energy is left to help you
excel. LYCRA,® on the other hand, possesses the unique
ability to stretch yet retain its shape.
UPF 40+ for UVA/UVB protection.

COOLMAX® moisture movement

LYCRA and COOLMAX are registered trademark of Invista.

Healtha+® is a multifunctional, lightweight, quick-dry
fabric developed by Ventex. Nanotechnology has been
used in the development of Healtha+® which consists
of 90% polyester/10% spandex yarns. This combination
facilitates comfortable fit and freedom of movement,
as well as quick-dry moisture wicking capabilities. The
6-channel shape of Healtha+® fibers results in a capillary
action pulling the sweat away from the skin’s surface to
the exterior of the fabric. Healtha+® yarn’s wide surface area is also an intrinsic advantage over regular
fibers. A wider surface area allows for greater moisture
evaporation. This makes Healtha+® one of the fastest
drying textiles available. Healtha+® is also antibacterial and odorless through the application of silver dioxide
fiber technology, preserving garment freshness. Finally,
integrated titanium oxide fiber technology protects against
ultraviolet rays providing UPF 50+.
Healtha+ is a registered trademark of Ventex Co., Ltd.

Temperature-Regulation Fabric

WINTER

32F, 0% R.H.

Unique Feature of Dry-Zone Auto-Sensor TR
91.4
86.0

Auto-Sensor® is a nanotechnology fabric with patented
features that has been developed by Ventex. The fabric
itself is a breathable three layer polyester (90%) construction with polyurethane spandex (10%) for 4-way stretch
comfort. The two primary functions of Auto-Sensor® are
moisture transport and temperature regulation. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic fibers suck perspiration away from the
skin and disperse it across the exterior fabric face for evaporation. The temperature regulation function maintains
the next-to-skin temperature of the garment at a constant
comfortable level keeping the athlete warm in cool conditions and cool in warm conditions. Auto-Sensor® fabric
is also antibacterial through application of silver dioxide
fiber technology. UPF 50+ UVA/UVB sun protection.
Auto-Sensor is a registered trademark of Ventex Co., Ltd.

80.6
75.2
69.8
64.4
59.0

3 different heat conduction layers keep the body temperature
comfortable by discharging moisture and minimize reverse
transferring of exterior weather conditions.
Conductive Layer
Less Conductive Layer
Non Conductive Layer

Detail of fiber

The first warm weather conditioning tight, designed to reduce
“heat fatigue” and improve circulation through combining
Support Web™ technology with mesh Ventilator panels.
• Built-in “air-conditioning” through stretch mesh Ventilator panels in the quadriceps
and calf muscle areas of the legs reduces excess heat build-up and heat fatigue.
• Patented Support Web™ provides targeted support to key muscles and joints,
specifically in the knee, calf, IT band and hip-flexor areas.

V E N T I L AT O R T I G H T S™

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY
UV P ROTECTION

Mesh Venting Panel

CW-X®’s patented Support Web™ helps the muscles and ligaments band
together to stabilize the knee joint. The body becomes a more efficient
machine and the opportunity for injury diminishes.

The taping support commonly applied to injured muscles is here
harnessed to uninjured muscles, helping make sure they stay that way.

CW-X® offers gentle and continuous support to both the medial and
lateral head of the gastrocnemius in the calf which also improves
circulation.

VENTILATOR TIGHTS

VENTILATOR TIGHTS

Men’s 227809
Women’s 127809

Men’s 227809
Women’s 127809

Black/Grey (008)

Black (001)

During and after running hot zones are much
more pronounced in the calf muscles and
head of the quadriceps muscles. These are
the areas “vented” with mesh panels in the
Ventilator Tights.

80% Nylon/20% LYCRA® 2-way stretch Targeted Support Web™
80% COOLMAX®/20% LYCRA® 4-way stretch body fabric
Helps to keep the body cool and dry, pulls moisture away from the body and carries it to
the outside of the tight. UPF 40+ for UVA/UVB protection.
Flat seam construction
Eliminates abrasion, increases comfort, and enhances fit by reducing bulky seams.
Reflective logo
Increases visibility in low light conditions.
Women’s specific design and pattern
Provides comfort and ease of movement. With COOLMAX® gusseted crotch liner. Based
on decades of Wacoal’s research of the female form. Allows for a better fit for the female
anatomy in motion.
Versatile performance for both outer wear and as a base layer
Key pocket and double-reinforced waistband with flat draw-chord

NEW

Before running
(bare legs)

After running
(bare legs)

Featuring the latest new patented Support Web™ design, the
Stabilyx™ Tight provides optimum Targeted Support to both
the lower back/core area and the knee joint and surrounding
muscles for greater overall stability and power.
Stabilyx™ Tights are designed to provide extra support to key areas of the athlete’s
body that carry much of the load during intense outdoor activities such as running
on roads and trails, adventure racing, snowshoeing, skiing and snowboarding. By
stabilizing the core area and the knees with CW-X®’s patented Support Web™
technology, the Stabilyx™ Tight provides more support to the athlete in maximizing
his/her outdoor activities.

S T A B I L Y X™ T I G H T S / S H O R T S

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY
UV P ROTECTION

STABILYX
VENTILATOR SHORTS
Men’s 227805
Women’s 127805

CW-X®’s patented Support Web™ helps the muscles and ligaments
band together to stabilize the knee joint. The body becomes a more
efficient machine and the opportunity for injury diminishes.

Provides extra support to the lower abdominals, hips and back for
extra stability and power to the core area of the body.

Black (001)

STABILYX TIGHTS

STABILYX TIGHTS

Men’s 225809
Women’s 125809

Men’s 225809
Women’s 125809

Black/Dark Grey (019)

Black (001)

The taping support commonly applied to injured muscles is here
harnessed to uninjured muscles, helping make sure they stay that way.

Detail of Healtha+®
4-way stretch mesh

CW-X® offers gentle and continuous support to both the medial and
lateral head of the gastrocnemius in the calf.

80% Nylon/20% LYCRA® 2-way stretch Support Web™
Provides Targeted Support to knee and core joints and muscles.
80% COOLMAX®/20% LYCRA® 4-way stretch body fabric
Helps to keep the body cool and dry, pulls moisture away from the body and carries it to
the outside of the tight.
Healtha+® 4-way stretch mesh fabric for Stabilyx Ventilator Shorts
UPF 40+ for UVA/UVB protection
Flat seam construction
Eliminates abrasion, increases comfort, and enhances fit by reducing bulky seams.
Abdominal support panel
Provides extra support to the lower abdominal muscles.
Reflective “flash” and logos
Provide extra visibility for nighttime activities.
Women’s specific design and pattern
Provides comfort and ease of movement. With COOLMAX® gusseted crotch liner.
Based on decades of Wacoal’s research of the female form. Allows for a better fit for the
female anatomy in motion.
Key pocket and double-reinforced waistband with flat draw-chord

3/4 LENGTH
STABILYX TIGHTS

3/4 LENGTH
STABILYX TIGHTS

3/4 LENGTH
STABILYX TIGHTS

Men’s 225806

Women’s 125806

Women’s 125806

Black/Blue Stitch (005)

Black/Periwinkle Stitch (009)

Black (001)

NEW

NEW

The ultimate anatomically-engineered tight, featuring
the patented Support Web,™ providing Targeted Support
to the key muscle groups and joints of the lower limbs.
The Pro Tights are the next phase in the evolution of anatomically
engineered performance apparel revolutionized by CW-X.® They feature
the Support Web™ exoskeleton that:
• Supports the leg muscles, reducing fatigue and increasing blood flow
• Reduces impact and load to the leg by bringing the hips, knees,
and ankles into proper alignment
• Provides greater stability by uniting the major joints of the leg
• Provides lower back and hip support

PRO TIGHTS/SHORTS

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY
UV P ROTECTION

Provides lower back support: The Support Web™ extends from the
sides of the hip, stabilizing the pelvis.

PRO TIGHTS

PRO TIGHTS

Supports the gluteus maximus: The Support Web™ helps to reduce
fatigue and increase power.

Men’s 240809
Women’s 140809

Men’s 240809
Women’s 140809

Provides a suspension system for the hamstring: The Support Web™
follows the main muscle structure of the upper leg intersecting at a
key point of the hamstring effectively reducing workload, especially
in the pull phase.

Black/Blue Web (015)

Black (001)

Acts as a suspension system for the quads, specifically the sartorius
muscle: The Support Web™ intersects just below the knee, reducing
shock and speed at which the knee bends under load. Increased speed
and power at the push phase of the running motion result from the
additional support and alignment.

80% Nylon/20% LYCRA® 2-way stretch Support Web™
Multidirectional stretch fabric exoskeleton supports specific muscles and joints of the legs.
80% COOLMAX®/20% LYCRA® 4-way stretch body fabric
Helps to keep the body cool and dry, pulls moisture away from the body and carries it to
the outside of the tight.
UPF 40+ for UVA/UVB protection

PRO SHORTS

PRO SHORTS

3/4 LENGTH PRO TIGHTS

Men’s 240805

Men’s 240805
Women’s 140805

Women’s 140806

Black/Navy (013)

Flat seam construction
Eliminates abrasion, increases comfort, and enhances fit by reducing bulky seams.
Reflective logo
Increases visibility in low light conditions.
Women’s specific design and pattern
Provides comfort and ease of movement. With COOLMAX® gusseted crotch liner. Based
on decades of Wacoal’s research of the female form. Allows for a better fit for the female
anatomy in motion.
Abdominal support panel
Featured in 3/4 tights, shorts and fit shorts, provides extra core support to the wearer.
Key pocket and double-reinforced waistband with flat draw-chord

PRO FIT SHORTS
Women’s 140803
Black (001)

Black (001)

Black (001)

The original CW-X® Conditioning Wear® product, featuring
the patented Support Web™ for Targeted Support,
especially to the knee joint and quadriceps.

EXPERT TIGHTS/SHORTS

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY
UV P ROTECTION

Knees are an endangered species for athletes. As intelligently designed
as they are by nature, they weren’t designed to absorb the punishment
of intense sports.
CW-X®’s patented Support Web™ helps the muscles and ligaments band
together to stabilize the knee joint. The body becomes a more efficient
machine and the opportunity for injury diminishes.

EXPERT TIGHTS

EXPERT TIGHTS

The taping support commonly applied to injured muscles is here
harnessed to uninjured muscles, helping make sure they stay that way.

Men’s 220809
Women’s 120809

Men’s 220809
Women’s 120809

Black (001)

Grey/Black (072)

CW-X® offers gentle and continuous support to both the medial and
lateral head of the gastrocnemius in the calf.

80% Nylon/20% LYCRA® 2-way stretch Targeted Support Web™
80% COOLMAX®/20% LYCRA® 4-way stretch body fabric
Helps to keep the body cool and dry, pulls moisture away from the body and carries it to
the outside of the tight.
UPF 40+ for UVA/UVB protection
Flat seam construction
Eliminates abrasion, increases comfort, and enhances fit by reducing bulky seams.
Reflective logo
Increases visibility in low light conditions.
Women’s specific design and pattern
Provides comfort and ease of movement. With COOLMAX® gusseted crotch liner. Based
on decades of Wacoal’s research of the female form. Allows for a better fit for the female
anatomy in motion.
Versatile performance for both outer wear and as a base layer
Key pocket and double-reinforced waistband with flat draw-chord

EXPERT SHORTS
Men’s 220805
Women’s 120805
Black (001)

Featuring the patented Support Web,™ the
PerformX Tight supports the key muscles in the
legs, keeping everything in correct alignment
for optimum balance, efficiency and power.
Patented Support Web™ targets support to the hip flexors, IT
bands, sartorius (quad) muscles, calf muscles and the lateral and
medial ligaments and tendons of the knee joint.

P E R F O R M X T I G H T S™

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY
UV P ROTECTION

CW-X®’s patented Support Web™ helps the muscles and ligaments
band together to stabilize the knee joint.

Acts as a suspension system for the quads, specifically the sartorius
muscle. Increased power at the push phase of the running motion,
results from the additional support and alignment.

PERFORMX TIGHTS
Men’s 221809
Women’s 121809
Black/Dark Grey (019)

CW-X® offers gentle and continuous support to both the medial and
lateral head of the gastrocnemius in the calf.

80% Nylon/20% LYCRA® 2-way stretch Targeted Support Web™
80% COOLMAX®/20% LYCRA® 4-way stretch body fabric
Helps to keep the body cool and dry, pulls moisture away from the body and carries it to
the outside of the tight.
UPF 40+ for UVA/UVB protection
Flat seam construction
Eliminates abrasion, increases comfort, and enhances fit by reducing bulky seams.
Reflective logo
Increases visibility in low light conditions.
Women’s specific design and pattern
Allows for a better fit for the female anatomy in motion.
Versatile performance for both outer wear and as a base layer
Key pocket and double-reinforced waistband with flat draw-chord

PERFORMX TIGHTS
Women’s 121809
Black/Periwinkle (009)

Features CW-X® Support Web™ support
for the upper back to improve posture,
balance and arm motion for greater
efficiency of movement.

V E N T I L AT O R W E B T O P™

TARGETED S UPPORT
UV P ROTECTION

The Support Web™ specifically targets the trapezius
muscles and scapular bones of the upper back to
assist in supporting improved posture and more
controlled shoulder and arm movement.

SHORT-SLEEVED
VENTILATOR WEB TOP

NEW

SHORT-SLEEVED
VENTILATOR WEB TOP

Men’s 270053

Women’s 170053

White/Lite Grey (124)

Black (001)

NEW

Detail of Healtha+® 4-way stretch mesh

Healtha+® nanotechnology fabric: 4-way stretch (90% polyester/
10% spandex) for comfortable freedom of movement
Quick-dry moisture movement and evaporation through
3-layer capillary action for next-to-skin comfort
Healtha+® 4-way stretch mesh fabric on sides
Antibacterial silver fiber nanotechnology for freshness
Titanium oxide fiber UV protection, UPF 50+
Versatile performance for both outer wear and as a base layer

SHORT-SLEEVED
VENTILATOR WEB TOP

NEW

SHORT-SLEEVED
VENTILATOR WEB TOP

Men’s 270053

Women’s 170053

Black (001)

White/Lite Grey (124)

NEW

The ultimate versatile sports bra. Featuring the CW-X®
Targeted Support System,™ balancing optimum comfort and
support, for activities ranging from low to high impact.
CW-X®’s parent company Wacoal Corporation is one of the largest intimate
apparel producers in the world, and sells over 35 million bras worldwide annually.
Since the inception of the Wacoal Human Science Research Center in 1964 the center
had scanned and cataloged over 35,000 female bodies and has become a leader in fit,
based upon on the anatomical data collected. It is this heritage that has given CW-X® the
ability to design a sports bra with cutting edge technology that not only controls motion
but enhances fit and comfort.
CW-X® Targeted Support™ Technology
Using high-speed video analysis the Wacoal Human Science Research team
determined that during athletic activity the breast first moves upwards and then
downwards. Based upon this and other findings the Targeted Support Web™ was
developed. This new technology utilizes mesh webbing built into the cup of the
bra. The web is also shaped like a 5-point star and covers the breast from the center
out. Suspending the breast from the shoulder strap of the bra, the webbing reduces
the initial upward bounce experienced during high impact activities. Anchoring the
Targeted Support Web™ at the base strap and shoulder provides the wearer with
a floating inner support web that is comfortable yet supportive, allowing for the
freedom to enjoy different levels of activity. In addition, a comfortable level of
compression is used to provide added motion control and increases the bra’s ability to
move moisture away from the skin.

SUPPORT BRAS
TARGETED S UPPORT

SPORT SUPPORT BRA™

UV P ROTECTION
5-point inner cup Targeted Support Web™
4-way stretch COOLMAX® tricot fabric

4

Quick-dry elastic base strap
2
4

1

Stretch COOLMAX® shoulder straps,
incorporating inner support web

3

SPORT SUPPORT BRA

SPORT SUPPORT BRA

Women’s 165002

Women’s 165002

White (100)

Periwinkle (453)

5
6

1

2

3

4-way stretch COOLMAX® Tricot fabric (80% COOLMAX®/20%
LYCRA®): keeps skin dry through quick-dry moisture movement, excellent
comfort, fit, and compression support.

Inner cup Targeted Support Web™: 80% polyester/20% polyurethane
mesh web provides Targeted Support to breasts to provide motion control
during activity. Five interconnected floating inner cup straps provide a soft
and comfortable built-in support structure which works in concert with
shoulder straps and base strap to provide comfortable support.
4-way stretch mesh (79% Polyurethane/21% Nylon) lining panel: sitting
under the bust, the stretch mesh panel provides maximum breathability
and moisture movement to minimize uncomfortable sweat build-up.

Offset flat seams: Top seams and side seams are offset to the back of the
bra to prevent chafing and improve comfort.
4

Racer-back cut: allows for freedom of arm movement and minimal chafing.
5

Mesh back panel (80% Polyester/20% Polyurethane mesh): provides extra
compression and fabric reinforcement to enhance supportive fit.
6

SPORT SUPPORT BRA
Women’s 165002
Black (001)

VENTILATOR SUPPORT TOP™

VENTILATOR MESH BRA™

Same features/benefits as Sport Support Bra, with outer cover of
4-way stretch mesh Healtha+® fabric (90% polyester/10% spandex),
for extra breathability and comfort.

Same features/benefits as Sport Support Bra, with 4-way stretch mesh
Healtha+® fabric panel back for extra breathability and comfort.

VENTILATOR SUPPORT TOP
Women’s 165007
VENTILATOR MESH BRA

VENTILATOR MESH BRA

Women’s 165005

Women’s 165005

Black (001)

White (100)

Black/Periwinkle (009)

VENTILATOR SUPPORT BRA™

Same features as Sport Support Bra, with exterior 4-way stretch mesh venting
panel sitting under bust-line, and 4-way stretch mesh Healtha+® fabric panel
between cups, for maximum ventilation and minimum perspiration.

VENTILATOR SUPPORT BRA

VENTILATOR SUPPORT BRA

Women’s 165004

Women’s 165004

Black (001)

White (100)

SUPPORT BRAS
TARGETED S UPPORT
UV P ROTECTION
Support Bra for Larger Cup Sizes up to 42DD

Large Cup Targeted Support Web™

ULTRA SUPPORT BRA™

Balancing comfort and support for larger cup sizes through 42DD. Featuring the patented CW-X® Targeted Support Web,™ and fully adjustable back and shoulder closures.
For high-impact active wear as well as comfortable supportive day wear.
COOLMAX®/LYCRA® tricot fabric with Healtha+® mesh front panels in perspiration
zones for comfort and moisture wicking. Fully adjustable hook/clasp closures in the
back and both shoulders for personalized fit and variable support. Wide, reinforced
band for extra support. Stretch support webbing liner in the back, coupled with the
patented 5-point CW-X® Targeted Support Web™ built into each cup, reinforced with
an extra internal web layer. Internal stretch mesh channel under each cup for moisture
evaporation and comfort. Padded support inserts in shoulder straps.

ULTRA SUPPORT BRA

ULTRA SUPPORT BRA

ULTRA SUPPORT BRA

Women’s 165103

Women’s 165103

Women’s 165103

White (100)

Black (001)

Nude (267)

NEW

TARGETED S UPPORT
UV P ROTECTION

Support Bras for Larger Cup Sizes up to 40 DD

XTRA SUPPORT ZIP BRA™

XTRA SUPPORT BRA™

Large Cup Targeted Support Web™
The patented 5-point CW-X® Targeted Support Web™
built into each cup, reinforced with side supports and
extra web overlay.

SUPPORT BRAS
XTRA SUPPORT ZIP BRA™

Balancing comfort and support for larger cup sizes through 40DD.
Featuring the Large Cup Targeted Support System.™
COOLMAX®/LYCRA® tricot fabric with front and back Healtha+®
stretch mesh panels for wicking, comfort and breathability. Full zip
frontal closure, with locking zip and comfort flap. Wide, reinforced
stretch band for extra support. Reinforced racer back design for
comfort and support. The patented 5-point CW-X® Targeted Support Web™ built into each cup, reinforced with side supports and
extra web overlay. Stretch mesh channel under each cup for moisture
evaporation and comfort. Padded support inserts integrated in shoulder straps. Padded support inserts in sides and under cups.

XTRA SUPPORT ZIP BRA

XTRA SUPPORT ZIP BRA

Women’s 165201

Women’s 165201

White (100)

Black (001)

XTRA SUPPORT BRA

XTRA SUPPORT BRA

Women’s 165102

Women’s 165102

Women’s 165102

White (100)

White/Periwinkle (185)

Black (001)

FIRM SUPPORT BRA

FIRM SUPPORT BRA

Women’s 165101

Women’s 165101

White (100)

Black (001)

XTRA SUPPORT BRA™

Balancing comfort and support for larger cup sizes through 40DD.
Featuring a reinforced Targeted Support System™ and back “hook
and clasp” closure system.
COOLMAX®/LYCRA® tricot fabric with Healtha+® mesh front
panel, for moisture-wicking and breathability. The patented
5-point CW-X® Targeted Support Web™ built into each cup,
with an extra layer of mesh web material reinforcing the front cup
panel of the bra. Crossover racer-back reinforced with support
webbing for back support. Stretch mesh internal venting channel under the bust line for breathability and moisture evaporation. Wide stretch band for extra support. Back “hook and clasp”
closure for added convenience.

FIRM SUPPORT BRA™

A

B

For extra support for larger cup sizes. Same features as Sport Support
Bra with the addition of (A) an extra layer of 2-way stretch 80%
polyester/20% polyurethane mesh web fabric on the front (on top of
the Targeted Support Web™), and (B) a criss-cross web support
strap system integrated into the back and shoulders. Both provide an
extra degree of support and motion control for larger breasted athletes
in a soft construction.

NEW

XTRA SUPPORT BRA

L I T E F I T™
Lightweight, dynamic-stretch comfort,
incorporating moisture-wicking, antibacterial,
and UV protection properties.
UV P ROTECTION
Healtha+® nanotechnology fabric: 4-way stretch (90% polyester/
10% spandex) for comfortable freedom of movement
• 6-channel fiber capillary action for quick-dry moisture wicking
and evaporation
• UPF 50+: Titanium oxide fiber technology for UVA/UVB protection
• Antibacterial and antimicrobial: Silver dioxide fiber technology
to maintain garment freshness
• Flat seam construction for minimal friction
• Zip-neck, with locking tab

SHORT-SLEEVED
LITEFIT ZIP-T

SHORT-SLEEVED
LITEFIT ZIP-T

Men’s 270002

Women’s 170005

Black (001)

Periwinkle (453)

White (100)

White/Periwinkle (185)

Bluestone (424)

LONG-SLEEVED
LITEFIT ZIP-T

LONG-SLEEVED
LITEFIT ZIP-T

Men’s 270003

Women’s 170003

Black (001)

Black (001)

White (100)

Periwinkle (453)

Bluestone (424)

T R I AT H L O N
TRI-TOP

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY

Features upper body mesh Support Web™ for extra support, COOLMAX® and
LYCRA® stretch fabric for moisture-wicking with mesh COOLMAX® back panels
for comfort and breathability, back pockets, and flat seam construction.

UV P ROTECTION

Supports the pectoral muscles: The Support Web™ crosses
just under the pectoral muscles (chest) to give them Targeted
Support that helps reduce muscle vibration and fatigue.

TRI-TOP

TRI-TOP

Men’s 260051

Women’s 160051

Silver (056)

Silver (056)

Provides upper back support: The Support Web™ extends
from the center of the chest (sternum) over the shoulders to the
back passing under the trapezius, teres minor, teres major, and
latissimus dorsi. The Support Web™ supports these muscles, promotes better posture, and helps to reduce fatigue.
Improves arm mobility: The Support Web™ supports the teres
major and teres minor back muscles, which enhance arm
movement. This support contributes to a more fluid, unhindered
arm motion.

Lightweight polyester fleece triathlon chamois pad.

TRI-SHORTS
Features patented Support Web™ support
technology in lower back, hips, and lower
abdominals. COOLMAX®/LYCRA® stretch
fabric provides moisture-wicking comfort,
and a lightweight polyester fleece chamois
insert for both cycling and running.

TRI-SHORTS
Men’s 235803
Women’s 135803
Black/Grey Stitch (018)

COMPRESSION SUPPORT SOCKS

SPORT BRIEFS
Performance sports briefs incorporating Healtha+®
nanotechnology fabrics for quick-dry, moisturewicking comfort and antibacterial freshness. Flat
seam construction for maximum comfort.

LITEFIT™ BOX-CUT BRIEF

LITEFIT™ BOXER BRIEF

Features Healtha+® fabric (90% Polyester/10% Spandex) also found in the LiteFit™
collection, as well as mesh panels in high perspiration/heat zones for breathability. Fabrics
deliver 6-channel wicking, lightweight comfort,
and antibacterial/antimicrobial silver dioxide
fiber technology for freshness.

A boxer length undershort with a unique horizontal front opening, featuring lightweight
Healtha+® stretch fabric and flat-seam stitching for comfort. Performance fabric provides
quick-dry wicking and antibacterial/antimicrobial silver dioxide fiber technology for freshness.

CW-X® patented compression support socks
increase circulation for reduced fatigue and quicker
recovery, and support the calf muscles, ankle joint
and arch.
• Seamless, variable compression 90% nylon/10% polyurethane 4-way
stretch fabric improves circulation
• Patented built-in webbing supports the calf muscles, ankle joint and arch
• Cushioned sole and toe for comfort
• Sanitized, antimicrobial, antibacterial properties

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY

LITEFIT BOX-CUT BRIEF

LITEFIT BOXER BRIEF

Men’s 268001

Men’s 268004

Black (001)

Black (001)

LITEFIT™ BRIEF
Features ultra lightweight Healtha+® LiteFit™
fabric (90% Polyester/10% Spandex) with 6-channel moisture-wicking, antibacterial/antimicrobial
silver dioxide fiber, and an extra fabric liner in the
crotch. Flat seam construction for extra comfort.

Support webbing location

COMPRESSION SUPPORT SOCKS
Unisex 300001
Black (001)

LITEFIT BRIEF
Women’s 168003
Black (001)

CW-X® Conditioning Wear® featuring patented
Support Web™ technology and Auto-Sensor®
fabric, combined to provide a Targeted Support
layer to the athlete in cold weather conditions.

INSULATOR STABILYX™ TIGHTS
• Patented Support Web™ for Targeted Support
• DiAPLEX® wind-proof, water repellent front panel
• Flat seam construction for comfort

DiAPLEX® wind-proof,
water repellent front panel

INSULATOR STABILYX TIGHTS
Men’s 225879
Women’s 125879
Black/Blue (005)

3/4 LENGTH INSULATOR STABILYX™ TIGHTS
• Patented Support Web™ for Targeted Support
• DiAPLEX® wind-proof, water repellent front panel
• Flat seam construction for comfort
• Articulated back for snow sports usage

3/4 LENGTH
INSULATOR STABILYX TIGHTS

3/4 LENGTH
INSULATOR STABILYX TIGHTS

Women’s 125876

Men’s 225876

Black/Rose Pink (007)

Black (001)

DiAPLEX is a trademark of DiAPLEX Co., Ltd.

I N S U L AT O R
INSULATOR PRO TIGHTS
• Patented Support Web™ for Targeted Support
• Flat seam construction for comfort

TARGETED S UPPORT
XCELERATED R ECOVERY
UV P ROTECTION

INSULATOR PRO TIGHTS
Men’s 240879
Women’s 140879

All CW-X® Insulator products feature revolutionary patented
Auto-Sensor® nanotechnology fabric which delivers a number of
key benefits to ensure maximum performance in cold weather
conditions. Integrating Auto-Sensor® fabric with CW-X® patented
Support Web™ technology, CW-X® Insulator products provide
the optimum Targeted Support layer.
• Quick-dry, breathable, moisture movement, keeps the skin dry
and comfortable
• Temperature regulation allows the fabric to maintain a
constant comfortable surface temperature under a variety of
weather conditions
• Antibacterial fabric freshness is maintained in the garments
through titanium and silver fiber technology
• 4-way stretch (90% polyester/10% polyurethane spandex) for
comfortable fit
• UV protection with UPF 50+
• Can be worn as high performance support under layer or outer
layer depending upon temperature and conditions

Black/Grey Stitch (018)

INSULATOR EXPERT TIGHTS
• Patented Support Web™ for Targeted Support
• Flat seam construction for comfort

INSULATOR EXPERT TIGHTS

INSULATOR EXPERT TIGHTS

Men’s 220879
Women’s 120879

Women’s 120879

Black/Grey Stitch (018)

Black/Rose Pink Stitch (007)

Cutaway shot of 3/4 Length Insulator Stabilyx Tights in action as a ski base layer.

INSULATOR ZIP -T™
• Flat seam construction for comfort
• Long sleeve with thumb hole
• Zip collar with wind flap and locking zip

INSULATOR ZIP -T

INSULATOR ZIP -T

Men’s 260072

Women’s 160071

Black (001)

Black (001)

INSULATOR CREW NECK™
• Flat seam construction for comfort

LONG-SLEEVED
INSULATOR CREW NECK

LONG-SLEEVED
INSULATOR CREW NECK

Men’s 260073

Women’s 160073

Black (001)

Black/Rose Pink (007)

I N S U L AT O R
INSULATOR ZIP VEST™
• Flat seam construction for comfort
• Zip collar with wind flap and locking zip

INSULATOR ZIP VEST

INSULATOR ZIP VEST

Men’s 260074

Women’s 160074

Black (001)

Black (001)

INSULATOR COLD WEATHER BRA™
• Same features as Sport Support Bra
• Targeted Support Web™ for optimum comfort and support

INSULATOR COLD WEATHER BRA
Women’s 165072
Black/Periwinkle (009)

ADVERTISING AND SPONSORSHIPS

CW-X® Conditioning Wear® will be carried to athletes
across the nation. An advertising campaign as unique and
dramatic as the rest of the CW-X® communication program
will target athletes in the magazines that reach them from
running to skiing, to women’s fitness including Runner’s
World, Ski, Skiing, Women’s Health and Shape.

USA Luge, Canadian Alpine Ski, US Telemark Ski Teams

Teva U.S. Mountain Running Team

CW-X® is the official Baselayer Supplier to both Olympic
medal winning USA Luge and Canadian Alpine Ski Teams,
and US Telemark Ski Team.

CW-X® is designated a product sponsor of the Teva U.S.
Mountain Running Team.

© CW-X 2009

www.cw-x.com

